
1. A Thorough Understanding of Our Shadow, a term coined by the eminent psychiatrist, Dr. Carl G. Jung — what it is, 
how it is formed and what archetypes are in the psyche of us all.  
 
2. Repeating Patterns as Mirrors — How and Why They Occur. You will learn empowering insights as to how to recog-
nize your shadow in others and learn how to meet them half way. 
 
3. Complex Theory — Understanding How our Mother and Father Complexes are involved in our relationship life. Our 
parents are in us and we are all like our parents whether we know it or not. This unconscious participation mystique 
drives us to repeat their marriage in our relationships.  
 
4. Who and Why We Fall in Love in the First Place and how to remain conscious when you are going through that blissful,  
intoxicating experience. The masculine (Anima) and feminine (Animus) in all of us and how important it is to start a di-
alogue with our unconscious and invisible partners. 
 
5. Astrology, a Synchronistic Model — A Tool for Self-knowledge as it shows us a blue print of our psyche. The 7th 
House in our birthchart in particular will describe your unique require- ments in relationships. You will learn about the 
planets (archetypes) in your 7th House, the meaning of Venus in a particular House and Sign and how to do them to-
gether. You will receive your birth chart and a description from me as to what to look for about yourself in the webinar. 
 
6. Individuation — Becoming Who We are Meant to Be. Jung gifted us with his analytical psychology concepts that can 
guide us in this endeavor. The process of integrating our own opposites through our Shadow Dance partners, will eventually 
lead us to what he called individuation — wholeness. Not goodness, wholeness. 
  

Jung said,“I would rather be real than good.” 
 
You will find out who you are is Ordinary and Extraordinary and YOU are truly One of a Kind — a unique incarnation  
of the source of all that is. This course is not just for couples. All relationships will improve when we learn about our 
Shadow Selves. (An accurate birth time, date and place is required. We cannot see the chart without it.)

Shadow Work 
& Your 7th House 

with Rebeca Eigen 
7th House Astrologer & Relationship Alchemist  

A Webinar Portal 
 $99. (1 time) fee for Life! 

 

Shadow Work Membership Portal 
is designed to help you do your own Shadow 
Work online by yourself using your birth chart  
to see your specific 7th House requirements.  
The planets in, or ruling the 7th House, and in 
aspect to your Venus, will give you details of 
what you are missing in yourself. 

Rebeca Eigen, Astrologer and Relationship Alchemist for 25+ years. She uses the Astrological birth chart to evoke the symbolic 
and help you become more aware of your total Self. Her study of the Shadow using astrological tools and Jungian psychology has 
given her an invaluable awareness of the unconscious and the role it plays in the relationships that we attract into our lives. See her 
web site for a list of consultations for Individuals, Couples, Parent/Child — any relationship that you are trying to understand. 
 

Rebeca Eigen | 281.799.2900 | Shadowdance.com

What to Expect in This Course 
6 Curriculum MODULES:



 - R E B E C A  E I G E N -

Relationship Alchemist
Astrologer for the 7th House

(Marriage, Partnership and Open Enemies)

shadowdance.com    |  281.799.2900

ASTROLOGY
Our Archetypal BluePrint

(Common to Everyone and Everything) 
that the Universe consists of

P L A N E T S
SUN - will, identity, center, vitality, need to shine, joy, validation

Moon - emotions, security needs, nurture, women, instincts (Mother)

Mercury - mind, communication, analysis, learning, thinking

Venus - love, beauty, pleasure, sensuality, affections, harmony

Mars - action, independence, self-assertion, energy, drives

Jupiter - faith, religious beliefs, morality/ethics, expansion

Saturn - limitations, self-discipline, community, structure (Father)

Uranus - freedom, originality, humanitarian, liberation, change

Neptune - spirituality, imagination, vision, altruism, oneness

Pluto - wounds, healing, self-mastery, integrity, sexual intimacy

A Few Keywords - SIGNS
ARIES - ruler Mars - The PIONEER

+ characteristics: bold, courageous, adventurer, leader, independent, 
noble, innocent, action-oriented, inspirational ideas, passionate

- characteristics: selfish/self-centered, irritable, impatient, 
aggressive/pushy, impulsive, inconsiderate, antisocial, discourteous

TAURUS - ruler Venus - The BUILDER
+ characteristics: patient, persevering, reliable, security-oriented, stable, 

affectionate/loving, lover of beauty, devoted, earthy, quality-seeking
- characteristics: stubborn, overindulgence in food or drink, lazy, slow, 

extravagant, possessive, stick-in-the-mud, resistant to change, immovable/rigid

 GEMINI - ruler Mercury - The COMMUNICATOR
+ characteristics: interesting,conversationalist, curious,  jack-of-all-trades, 
 friendly/sociable, storyteller, charming, humorous, flexible, knowledgeable

- characteristics: contradictory, fickle, unable to commit, two-faced, 
nervous/fijdety/restless, liars, loquacious, too literal, scattered, cheaters

CANCER - ruler Moon - The MOTHER
+ characteristics: supportive, protective, warm/tender emotionally 
industrious,  vulnerable, memory-retentive, family-oriented, patriotic 

- characteristics: moody, needy,  oversensitive/touchy, overly
emotional, unstable, smother love, clingy, maudlin, insecure, inconstant

LEO - ruler Sun - The ENTERTAINER
+ characteristics: inspiring, enthusiastic, magnanimous, loyal, leader, 

creative, generous, warm-hearted, regal/dignified, fun, cconfident, vivacious 
- characteristics: domineering, demanding/bossy, self-centered, dramatic, 
conceited, willful, arrogant, excessive pride, egotistical, self-aggrandizing 

VIRGO - ruler Mercury - The HEALER/SERVANT
+ characteristics: helpful/service-oriented, health-conscious, hard worker, 

practical, earthy, reliable, analytical detail-oriented, quiet, efficient,
- characteristics: critical/fault-finding, worrier, perfectionistic, nervous, 

judgmental, finicky, hypochondriac, picks on others, skeptical, carping, vali

LIBRA - ruler Venus - The PEACEMAKER
+ characteristics: seeks equality/balance, diplomatic, kind, considerate, fair, sociable, 

cooperative, intellectual, refined, affectionate, romantic, engaging, objective
- characteristics: syrupy, passive-aggressive, indecisive, superficial, shallow, vain,

wishy-washy, equivocating, placating, acquiescent, co-dependent, fence-sitter

 SCORPIO - ruler Pluto - The DETECTIVE
+ characteristics:  intense, depth, intriguing, mysterious, magnetic, healing,

regenerative, instinctual, sexy/exotic, revealing, analytical, psychologically astute
- characteristics:  revengeful, obsessive, manipulative, all or nothing types,
controlling, secretive, sarcastic, suspicious, paranoid, revengeful if crossed

 
SAGITTARIUS - ruler Jupiter - The PHILOSOPHER

+ characteristics: optimistic, goal-oriented, student/teacher, 
adventurer, philanthropic, philosophical, truth-seeker,  inspirational

 - characteristics: opinionated/self-righteous/preachy, 
overdoes, overpromises, dislikes routine/responsibility, 

hot temper, tactless, rude, arrogant, proselytizer, unreliable

CAPRICORN - ruler Saturn - The FATHER
+ characteristics:  patient, ambitious, responsible, efficient, traditional,
organizer, long-range planning, integrity,  self-disciplined, endurance 

- characteristics: insecure, fear of marriage, cold/unresponsive
perfectionistic, opportunist, demanding, limiting/restricting, controlling

AQUARIUS - ruler Uranus - The HUMANITARIAN
+ characteristics: objective, independent, genius, inventive, unconventional, 

group oriented, awakener, seeks enlightenment, progressive thinker
- characteristics: unpredictable, rebellious, aloof, cold/ impersonal, 
radical, controversial, disorganized, absentminded, stubborn, erratic

PISCES - ruler Neptune - The VISIONARY
+ characteristics: compassionate, psychic, imaginative/creative/poetic, 

idealistic, adaptable, unassuming, spiritual-oriented/mystical, loving, kind
- characteristics: escapist/unfocused, weak, martyr, confusing, illusive
chaotic, spacy, evasive, procrastinator, dreamer, addiction challenges


